When working on vessels created to
adorn our tables I derive pleasure from
knowing that, through the subtle intimacy
that grows from their daily use, these pieces
will become treasures in people's lives.
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Pursuit of beauty is a constant in my life.
It infuses everything I do.

o rigi nal ar t w o rk that will st an d th e te st o f tim e

"The simplest shapes are the most
beautiful. Yet these are often the most
difficult to produce. I delight in the
challenge of creating contemporary
vessels based on classic shapes. When
you are working with pure form, the
tiniest fraction of an inch at any spot
will make the difference between just a
vase and a vase full of life"
"The rhythmic pulse of creativity overwhelms body and soul, vulnerability
abandoned as my passion flows into the clay. Hours pass, I emerge, exhausted
and overwhelmed by the beauty of what has poured out of me."

C

reating beautiful vessels for people
to use or contemplate is a thoroughly
enjoyable way to spend one’s life. I have been
potting since I was 13 and have yet to grow
tired of any aspect of my job. I love going
into my studio every day full of energy and
inspiration to create anew. Mugs, bowls, jugs,
casseroles—I make them all in a variety of solid
colours designed with the user in mind. I have
always loved making functional ware, love that
people start their days with coffee in one of my
mugs or cereal in a beautiful bowl.

Boiling water splashes into the pot
chatter fills the room
the teapot a quiet witness
to the comforting warmth of friends
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For my decorative works, my focus is on
expressing the beauty and strength of pure
form and then creating unique glazes that will
enhance my vessels and imbue them with the
look of unearthed antiquities. Working like a
painter, I layer various glazes in successive firings
to build up a richness of surface colour and
texture on each piece.

TE AP OTS
Port Alberni

My gallery and studio are open to the
public year round. I enjoy showing visitors
what I am working on and you are
welcome to look around the studio as
well as the gallery when you visit.
I am prolific and exhibit regularly so there
is an abundance of both decorative and
functional works to choose from.

Telephone 250.245.3778
321–3rd Avenue
PO Box 35
Ladysmith, BC
Canada V9G 1A1

D ECO R ATIVE WAR E

GALLERY HOURS

Tuesday–Saturday, 1 to 5 pm
Mornings are by chance or
appointment as
that’s when I walk my dog.

Email
mary@maryfoxpottery.ca
Web
www.maryfoxpottery.ca/
Facebook
www.facebook.com/MaryFoxPottery

